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english to dinka glossary - roger blench - dinka version, and i could not find another english-dinka
dictionary on the internet. it occurred to me, that someone with no understanding of dinka, could adapt the sil
document into english to dinka, using word processing and database skills - provided that person was careful
to preserve the meanings. a collection of dinka songs - the university of edinburgh - dinka language
(which distinguishes words not just by different consonants and vowels but also by means of rhythm, pitch and
voice quality), and to learn more about the way the song tradition responded to the disruptions of the long
sudanese civil war. in this context, we aimed to record a large collection of dinka songs for preservation in a
episcopal church of the sudan, wau diocese - we will endeavor to translate the anglican prayer book into
dinka rek. these has been a major concern among the rek people specially intellectuals because many of them
don’t understand fully the dinka bor translation which we are using now. in fact many of these people
completely refused to joint the episcopal room to learn soth sdan - winrock international - room to learn
soth sdan winrock i fhi360 i planusa. table of contents part 1 an analysis of existing teaching and learning
materials in ... dinka (rek), nuer and toposa to assess the existence and format of what usaid has called the
‘five components of reading’. the purpose songs of the dinka of south sudan dance to th e drum of ... edinburgh, the school of oriental and african studies and dinka researchers in south sudan, the recordings from
the project include all four major dinka dialect groups, bor, rek, padang and agaar. th e complete collection of
recordings, from which the material for songs of the dinka of south sudan and dance to the drum of our home
and the word of god grew and multiplied-andrews employee ... - dinka has no word for “holy.” wöl
relates that when mis-sionaries came through sudan, they taught the dinka to say “santo,” from the latin root.
wöl used this adopted word until he found that another variety of dinka actually has a word for “holy,” and
then chose to use the dinka word. by samantha snively group care and fostering of sudanese children in
pignudo ... - “rek” (depending on the dinka dialect) ... they learn to survive with minimal adult supervision. in
less traditional communities, it became common for boys to leave their families in order to attend school:
because the secondary school system has never been extensive, secondary education has worterbuch fur
die grundschule mit englischteil pdf - dinka language - wikipedia dinka (natively thuÉ”Å‹jÃ¤Å‹, thuÉ”Å‹ ee
jieng or simply jieng) is a nilotic dialect cluster spoken by the dinka people, the major ethnic group of south
sudanere are several main varieties, padang, rek, agaar, awiel, twic mayardit, hol, nyarweng, twi and bor,
which are distinct enough the role of african traditional religion, culture and ... - the dinka community
has more than 24 sub-groups. however, the most distinct groups are four, namely, bor, agar, rek, and ngok
since they possess religious and cultural heritage common to the other sub-groups (lienhardt, 1961). the dinka
population is estimated to be around 2 million (deng, 2000). the actual statistics
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